
Opening Remarks
Thanks, everyone, for coming to this event for Between Certain Death and
a Possible Future: Queer Writing on Growing Up with the AIDS Crisis—I’m
so excited to be here with you today… During this event, whatever you
need to do to take care of yourself, please do it… Feel free to laugh, cry,
jump up and down, stretch, sit  on the floor,  whatever helps you to stay
present…

Between Certain Death and a Possible Future came about when I
realized  there  was  a  missing  generation  in  AIDS literature  and  cultural
politics. Usually we hear about two generations—the first, coming of age in
the era of gay liberation, and then watching entire circles of friends die of a
mysterious illness as the government did nothing to intervene. And now we
hear  about  younger  people  growing  up  with  effective  treatment  and
prevention available, and unable to comprehend the magnitude of the loss.
We are told that these two generations cannot possibly understand one
another, and thus remain alienated from both the past and the future. But
there is another generation between these two—one that came of age in
the midst of the epidemic with the belief that desire intrinsically led to death,
and internalized this trauma as part of becoming queer.

I am part of this generation. We share experiences with both of the
more commonly portrayed generations. Maybe we are the bridge between
them. 

This is my sixth anthology, and with every new project I always start
with an open call for submissions that I circulate as widely as possible, so I
can bring together the broadest range of perspectives. When I was writing
the call for submissions this time, I was careful not to impose specific dates
on the generational frame. Because I knew this would vary depending on a
wide  variety  of  factors,  including  race,  class,  gender,  religion,  ethnicity,
rural/urban experience, regional/national origin, HIV status, and access to
treatment and prevention (over time and in shifting contexts). I knew that
any generational frame only offers a partial truth, so I didn’t want to impose
artificial boundaries. I wanted to put out the idea, and see who responded. 

I originally thought of this anthology as including anyone who came of
age sexually in the midst of the AIDS crisis, before the advent of effective
treatment.  But  one  thing  that  happened  as  soon  as  I  started  reading
submissions was that the scope of  the book expanded to include some
people growing up well after the emergence of protease inhibitors, but still
experiencing  the  feeling  of  growing  up  between  certain  death  and  a
possible future. 



To me, an anthology is an intervention. My goal is not to create a
definitive  text,  but  to  inspire  more  stories,  from  even  more  angles.  To
facilitate even more conversations. To deepen the analysis. To complicate
the narratives.

As  I  was  working  on  this  anthology  I  was  flooded  by  my  own
memories, so many stories that I’d almost forgotten, hovering at the edge
of my awareness. Like when I was 19, and I drove cross-country to move to
San Francisco. What I remember most from that drive was stopping at a
rest area somewhere in the middle of the country where I’d never been,
getting out of the car to throw out my trash, and, while I was stretching, the
rest stop attendant came out wearing orange rubber gloves that went up to
his elbows, and he pulled my trash out of the garbage and put it in a giant
blue plastic bag that he immediately tied to dispose of elsewhere. You need
to leave, he said, or I’m going to call the cops.

To be a 19-year-old faggot at a rest area in so-called middle America
in 1992 meant you were a threat. What if  someone got AIDS from your
trash? 

In San Francisco I  found the dykes and fags and gender-bending
weirdos and other outsider queers like myself. We needed one another to
survive the world that told us we deserved to die—we broke down every
day, in every way, but we believed we were creating something else. We
needed to believe, in order to live.

In San Francisco in the early-‘90s, AIDS was everywhere, and now I
realize  how  much  shutting  off  was  required  to  exist  in  day-to-day
experience. You couldn’t express shock at everyone dying right in front of
your eyes, because shock felt like a form of cruelty. So you would act like
everything might be okay, even when nothing was okay. 

You met some queen on the street,  and she was showing off  her
lesions in a campy way, and then she was dead. You went to the beach
with a group of people and some boy was flirting with you, and then you
were asking around about him, there was that look in his eyes and you
wanted to see that look again. But he was dead. You slept with someone
who you knew was positive and he wanted to make it romantic, so he lit
candles around the bathtub before you got in together, and a few weeks or
months went  by and you wondered what  happened to  him but  he was
dead. 

I didn’t go to memorials because I felt like I didn’t have a right to be
there.  I  felt  like  I  would  be  stealing  other  people’s  grief.  And  this  is  a



generational  story  too—we were  coming  of  age  in  the  midst  of  all  this
death. But we felt like it was not ours to mourn.

If there’s one thing I want this anthology to do, it’s to open up the
possibilities for feeling, for feeling everything. Grief is not something you
can steal. You can silence it, yes, and I think that’s what our culture has
done—dominant culture, gay culture, queer and trans cultures. The grief
has become internalized, and the consequences have been devastating—
intimately, interpersonally, culturally, and communally. 

In this anthology, there are 36 essays from an expansive range of
contributors—I could have included many more. Every time I read through
the book, I find myself getting emotional in surprising places, even after the
work has become so familiar. I can’t predict what you will feel, but I can
predict that you will feel. Maybe it will be grief, or rage, or loss, or laughter,
or longing, or curiosity, or inspiration, or empathy, or craving—expansion or
contraction, devastation or catharsis, connection or confusion, revelation or
confirmation. Or all of this at once. 

Let’s talk about everything, so we can feel everything. Let’s feel it all,
so our future remains possible.

Today we’re joined by 4 contributors—EJ Colen, Eddie Walker, Sassafras
Lowrey, and Patrick Milian

Let’s have a round of applause for everyone here today…

And, there will be a Q&A after the reading and discussion, so start getting
your questions ready…

Without further ado, please welcome…

EJ Colen

Up to the end of page 74 (1994)

Eddie Walker

Ending at "The answer was Seattle, Washington" on page 118.

Sassafras Lowrey
pp. 232-235



Patrick Milian
Starting with "I was born the year Sylvester died..." on page 336, and go up
to "We, I believed, had passed through the haze of AIDS; we weren't 
supposed to come up against it" on 340.

Questions

Listening to all of you read, I’m struck by all the layers of desire, history, 
memory, intimacy, fear, trauma, and camaraderie, and I’m wondering, for 
each of you, if you want to talk a little bit about how it felt to revisit all these 
memories as you were writing your pieces for the book.

All  of you are in some ways are talking about the legacy of shame and
stigma, and how this, whether spoken or unspoken, whether overcome or
continuing,  was part  of  your  formation,  and how this  impacts access to
education, community, health care, and survival, and I wonder if any of you
want to talk more about the continuing legacy of this stigma.

I’m thinking about the themes of disclosure, negotiation, risk, fear, and 
anxiety in all of your essays, how sometimes these align in expected ways, 
but also in unexpected ways, and how this shifts depending on the 
situation, the time and place and space, and experience over time, and I 
wonder if anyone wants to talk more about the complications in these 
dynamics.

The New York Times describes this book by saying, “Thirty-six essays by
writers who have never known a world without AIDS highlight a disparity in
education  and  the  impacts  of  the  classism,  misogyny  and  racism  that
surround it.” I love that they got it right! So, I’m wondering if any of you want
to talk more about these intersections.


